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DAK PONE 
HYDRO POWER
VIETNAM

Clean hydropower supporting education 
in Vietnam

By providing the surrounding community with reliable and sustainable energy, the Dak Pone Hydro 

project displaces diesel generators and wood-fired heating and lighting, which leads to better 

indoor/outdoor air quality and reduces respiratory and eye diseases. Sustainable development is also 

supported through the construction of irrigation canals, bridges, roads and a local school.

Kon Tum
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“The project has provided 

local farmers with support 

to make their agricultural 

activity more sustainable. ”

Context

The remote and mountainous province of Kon Tum is home economically 

disadvantaged ethnic minorities such as the Se Dang, Mo Nam, Ka Dong and Ho 

Re people. The most used power source in this area remains fossil fuel, and due to 

increasing human activity, the air pollution from diesel generators and deforestation 

from wood-fired heating is having a significant impact on both the environment and 

the livelihood of these local communities.

Project

This project involves the installation of two hydropower plants, one on the Dak Pone 

River and the other on the Dak Ne River. By harnessing the natural power of flowing 

water, these plants provide the region with reliable and sustainable energy.

Benefits

The introduction of cleaner energy generation methods has reduced the reliance 

on more carbon-intensive energy methods in the area, thus significantly improving 

regional air quality and associated health conditions as well as allowing surrounding 

forests to regenerate. In addition to this, sustainable development is facilitated by 

the project owner through the construction of irrigation canals, bridges and roads. 

The entire regional economy has benefited from these investments in infrastructure. 
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